Asymptomatic Carotid Stenosis Revascularization: Not for all but Selected Few

Editorial

It has been nearly one and a half century since Sir William Richard Gowers, a British neurologist in 1875, linked stroke with extracranial carotid disease. We have come a long way and have accepted the efficacy of carotid revascularization in symptomatic patients as supported by Class I guidelines of America heart association [1]. There is still great controversy about the management of asymptomatic carotid stenosis (ACS). We have found a distinctive condition where noninvasive, multifaceted best medical treatment is so far not only proving to be a safer approach but also more efficacious than revascularization procedures including carotid endarterectomy or carotid angioplasty and stent placement.

Multicenter randomized studies of carotid endarterectomy (CEA) for carotid artery disease, including Asymptomatic Carotid Artery Stenosis (ACAS) and Asymptomatic Carotid Surgery Trial (ACST) demonstrated a positive statistically significant difference when CEA was utilized, however the absolute risk reduction for cerebrovascular events was rather modest compared to the best medical therapy [2,3]. The high number of CEA’s required to prevent one ipsilateral stroke in combination with recent advances in best medical therapy, has questioned the surgery in asymptomatic patients in providing best clinical practice [4]. With modern intensive medical therapy, the annual risk of ipsilateral stroke in patients with asymptomatic carotid stenosis is now down to ≤1% per year [5]. For asymptomatic patients, the risk of ipsilateral stroke after CEA is 0.5% per year, but this rate may not be significantly lower than that currently associated with medical therapy alone [1]. When we consider perioperative risks with carotid revascularization procedures in asymptomatic patients, including both carotid endarterectomy and carotid angioplasty and stent placement in major trials including ACAS, ACST, Carotid Revascularization Endarterectomy Versus Stenting Trial (CREST) and The Asymptomatic Carotid Surgery Trial-1 (ACT1), the risk of stroke and death within 30 days ranges from 1.4 % to 3%. Although procedures have become safer over time due to a technological advancement, they are not able to keep up with the efficacy of best medical treatment to a similar extent. We believe that the accepted threshold of 3% for perioperative complication rates during recanalization procedures may indeed be high given the recent advances in best medical treatment.

There are currently ongoing large, multicenter, international trials in the planning or initial phases to address the key question, is contemporary best medical treatment comparable to carotid revascularization combined with best medical treatment for ACS? Stent-Protected Angioplasty in asymptomatic Carotid artery stenosis versus Endarterectomy Trial-2 (SPACE-2), European Carotid Surgery Trial-2 (ECST-2) and Carotid Revascularization Endarterectomy Versus Stenting Trial-2 (CREST-2) are examples of ongoing trials that include diverse populations across Europe and North America designed to provide the needed evidence to clinicians for the management of asymptomatic carotid artery disease [4].

Nonetheless it is suggested that there is a subset of high risk for stroke patients among ACS. If appropriately identified they may benefit from carotid revascularization, while others can avoid unnecessary procedures. Several features have been studied and contrary to the popular belief the degree of stenosis alone may not reflect or predict those patients at risk for stroke. Other features based on the morphology of the plaque may be of more concern. The study of plaque morphology including: surface characteristics like ulceration, lipid content of plaque and assessment of the presence of embolic signals on Transcranial Doppler (TCD) seem to provide more useful information for stroke risk stratification [6]. In the Asymptomatic Carotid Emboli Study (ACES) study, the absolute annual risk of ipsilateral stroke between baseline and 2 years was 3-62% in patients with present embolic signals and 0-70% in those without [7]. The combination of embolic signal detection and plaque morphology allows a greater prediction for stroke than either feature alone and identifies a high-risk group with an annual stroke risk of 8%, and a low-risk group of <1%. This risk stratification may prove useful in the selection of patients with ACS for revascularization procedures. In addition, there is also some evidence that cerebrovascular reactivity as tested with transcranial Doppler CO2 reactivity, may help with stroke risk stratification in patients with asymptomatic severe carotid artery stenosis or occlusion [8]. Contralateral symptomatic carotid stenosis and baseline silent infarcts on neuroimaging may also be markers for high stroke risk.

Overall about 1% of the patients with ACS will have a stroke a year and therefore only selected asymptomatic patients, estimated to be around 6% will require revascularization procedures [6]. Many trials in our view are mainly concentrated on the degree of stenosis as the main criteria to select high risk patients rather than using other risk stratifying features like TCD to detect emboli.
the plaque morphology or proven previous silent brain infarcts on neuroimaging. We agree about the urgent need for trials that compare best medical treatment with carotid revascularization in patients with ACS but additional risk stratifying criteria are needed in order to appropriately identify those patients who will benefit from revascularization procedures, patients in whom medical treatment may not be sufficient. Failure to prove benefit of carotid revascularization in selected ACS patients will be deceiving as we certainly know that symptomatic patients with carotid disease were previously asymptomatic. Revascularization procedures in asymptomatic patients should not be offered to all but selected few.
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